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An expression for the divergence of the stress tensor is derived for inhomogeneous suspensions of
very long and thin, rigid rods. The stress tensor is expressed in terms of the suspension flow velocity
and the probability density function for the position and orientation of a rod. The expression for the
stress tensor includes stresses arising from possibly very large spatial gradients in the shear rate,
concentration, and orientational order parameter. The resulting Navier–Stokes equation couples to
the equation of motion for the probability density function of the position and orientation of a rod.
The equation of motion for this probability density function is derived from the N-particle
Smoluchowski equation, including contributions from inhomogeneities. It is argued that for very
long and thin rods, hydrodynamic interactions are of minor importance, and are therefore neglected,
both in the expression for the stress tensor and in the equation of motion for the above-mentioned
probability density function. The thus obtained complete set of equations of motion can be applied
to describe phenomena where possibly very large spatial gradients occur, such as phase coexistence
under shear flow conditions, including shear-banding, and phase separation kinetics. © 2003
American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1528912#I. INTRODUCTION
In recent experiments on fd-virus suspensions under
shear flow conditions, inside the two phase region for the
isotropic-nematic phase transition, shear-banded stationary
states are found at relatively low shear rates.1 The stationary
state that is found is an alternating, banded structure that
extends along the vorticity direction. In principle, stationary
states also exist where coexistence of two regions occurs
with differing shear rate, which extend in the gradient direc-
tion. These types of shear-banding are found in various sys-
tems which contain mesoscopic entities ~see, e.g., Refs.
2–12!. In the nonequilibrium phase diagram, where the shear
rate is one of the control variables, one should be able to
mark regions where the various types of shear-banded struc-
tures are found. Furthermore, in regions where no shear-
banding occurs, the location of paranematic-nematic spin-
odals and binodals will be shear-rate dependent.13 It is the
aim of the present paper to derive, from microscopic consid-
erations, a complete set of equations of motion for long and
thin, rigid, hard rods, from which the nonequilibrium phase
diagram can be calculated, including the shear-banding re-
gions, and from which phase separation kinetics can be pre-
dicted. These equations of motion, in linearized form, should
give insight into the microscopic origin of the shear-banding
instability toward both types of above-mentioned banded
structures. In particular, the origin of the instability that leads
to banded structures that extend along the vorticity direction
is not understood yet. Probably, the behavior of normal-stress
differences drives this kind of instability. Phase separation
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occurs is particularly interesting. Here two instabilities are at
work simultaneously: the shear-banding instability and the
instability that drives the isotropic-nematic phase transition.
The interplay between these two instabilities ~or meta-
stabilities! determines the spatial morphologies in density
and orientational order parameters during phase separation.
The only work that we are aware of that aims at a com-
plete calculation of the nonequilibrium phase diagram, in-
cluding shear-banding, is due to Olmsted.14–16 This is an
admirable, pioneering piece of work, where a widely used
approach is taken to obtain equations of motion. There are,
however, a number of objections that can be raised to this
approach. The probable reason for taking these objections for
granted in literature is that, as yet, there is no general receipt
to derive equations of motion for macroscopic quantities
which apply to strongly inhomogeneous systems far away
from equilibrium. First of all, the equations of motion that
are used are partly based on thermodynamic arguments,
where it is assumed that mass transport is driven by linear
gradients in a chemical potential. This assumes ~i! local equi-
librium, ~ii! the existence of a chemical potential, and ~iii!
small spatial gradients. Local equilibrium is questionable for
strongly inhomogeneous systems far from global equilib-
rium. In some cases, however, one could argue that fast dy-
namics of small scale microstructure renders a system locally
in equilibrium. Moreover, simple shear flow is a nonconser-
vative external force field, for which no potential energy can
be defined, and hence no free energy and chemical potential
exist. This objection, however, may be academic in case
there is local equilibrium. In that case the nonconservative
nature of shear flow is mainly an issue for integrability of the6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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generally present, which implies that higher order spatial
gradients come into play in equations of motion. Even when
local equilibrium can be assumed and the nonconservative
nature of the shear field can be disregarded, the widely used
approach referred to earlier probably fails in the presence of
large spatial gradients. In the present paper we shall derive
equations of motion from microscopic considerations, which
do not rely on the above-mentioned assumptions. It is found
that inhomogeneities are accounted for in the equations of
motion by convolution-type integrals. Equations of motion
that are similar ~but not identical! in structure to those used
by Olmsted are obtained after gradient expanding the
convolution-type integrals, and truncating after the fourth-
order derivative. These truncated equations of motion can be
used only when spatial gradients are not very large. Such
gradient expansions do not allow for the calculation of bin-
odals, where indeed sharp interfaces occur, with very large
spatial gradients. The equations of motion derived in the
present paper allow one to assess the validity of gradient
expanded equations of motion, and to calculate the entire
phase diagram without having to rely on the above-
mentioned assumptions ~this will be discussed in a future
publication17!.
In a previous paper18 we derived a general, microscopic
expression for the divergence of the stress tensor for suspen-
sions containing rigid colloidal particles. This result general-
izes expressions of Batchelor19 and Doi and Edwards20 to
include inhomogeneities in shear-rate, concentration, and ori-
entational order parameters, and is valid for large spatial gra-
dients in these suspension properties. In the present paper we
shall evaluate this general expression for the stress tensor in
case of very long and thin, rigid rods with excluded volume
interactions. As it will turn out, the corresponding Navier–
Stokes equation couples to the probability density function
~pdf! of the position and orientation of a rod. An equation of
motion is then derived for this pdf, starting from the
N-particle Smoluchowski equation. This equation of motion
is also valid for large gradients of suspension properties.
These two coupled, nonlinear equations of motion will be the
starting point in a future publication to study phase behavior
and phase separation kinetics under shear flow conditions,
including shear-banding.17
In the derivation of the two above-mentioned equations
of motion, we neglect hydrodynamic interactions between
different rods. The reason for the probably small contribu-
tions of inter-rod hydrodynamic interactions ~as compared to
single particle contributions! is that the volume fraction w of
interest scales like ;D/L for very long and thin rods ~where
D is the thickness and L the length of the rods!. Due to the
very small volume fractions of interest, hydrodynamic inter-
actions are of minor importance, contrary to direct interac-
tions. This issue will be discussed in some more detail in
Sec. V.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we shall
briefly discuss the general expression for the divergence of
the stress tensor as derived in Ref. 18. Section III contains
the derivation of the basic equations that are needed for the
explicit evaluation of this general expression and the deriva-Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject totion of the equation of motion for the probability density
function ~pdf! r(r,uˆ,t) for the position r and orientation uˆ of
a rod at time t . In Sec. IV, the various pdf’s and ensemble
averages are discussed which play a role in the evaluation of
the divergence of the stress tensor in Sec. V. The derivation
of the equation of motion for r(r,uˆ,t) is presented in Sec.
VI. Section VII is a summary and an outlook to the possible
applications of the equations of motion.
II. THE SUSPENSION STRESS TENSOR: GENERAL
EXPRESSION
Let us first briefly discuss the expression for the diver-
gence of the suspension stress tensor S(r,t) as derived in
Ref. 18. An expression for the body force „S(r,t) at a
point r in the suspension at time t is obtained in Ref. 18 by
simply adding the body forces that arise from ~i! interactions
between colloidal particles, ~ii! interactions between colloi-
dal particles and solvent molecules, and ~iii! mutual interac-
tions between solvent molecules. This reasoning is based on
microscopic considerations, and does not rely on any ther-
modynamic arguments. For rigid, nondeformable colloidal
particles, it is found that
„S5h0„2U~r,t !2„Pss~r,t !
2(j51
N K R
]V j(rj ,uˆj)
dS8 d~r2r8!fh~r8!L , ~1!
where h0 is the shear viscosity of the incompressible solvent,
Pss is the contribution to the suspension pressure due to in-
teractions between solvent molecules, ]V j(rj ,uˆj) is the sur-
face area of rod j , d is the three-dimensional delta distribu-
tion, and f h(r8) is the force per unit area that the solvent
exerts on the surface area element at position r8 on the rods’
surface ~the superscript ‘‘h’’ is used to indicate the hydrody-
namic nature of this force!. The first two terms on the right-
hand side arise from interactions between solvent molecules,
while the last term is the combination of body forces arising
from interactions of colloidal particles with other colloidal
particles and solvent molecules. The angular brackets ^fl&
denote ensemble averaging with respect to the positions and
orientations of the N rigid colloidal particles in the system
under consideration.
It should be noted that the hydrodynamic forces f h in
Eq. ~1! implicitly depend on direct interactions between the
rods. Direct interactions determine, to a large extent, the mi-
crostructural arrangement of the rods, which in turn affects
hydrodynamic forces that are present between the surface
elements of rods. This interplay between direct interactions
and hydrodynamic interactions is, for example, illustrated by
the force balance of hydrodynamic, direct and Brownian
forces on the diffusive time scale, which has been used to
derive Eq. ~1! in Ref. 18.
The interpretation of Eq. ~1! is relatively straightfor-
ward. The presence of the rigid colloidal particles contributes
to the body force at a given point r in the system, due to the
force f h(r8) that a surface element on a colloidal particle at
r8 exerts on the fluid. This force only contributes to the body AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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particle is located at r, as signified by the delta distribution in
the last term in Eq. ~1!.
In the derivation of the contribution to the stress tensor
arising from interactions between solvent molecules @the first
two terms on the right-hand side in Eq. ~1!#, it is assumed
that contributions from microscopic mass-inhomogeneities
can be neglected. The conditions under which this is valid
are discussed in the appendix in Ref. 18, and are certainly
satisfied for suspensions of very long and thin rods consid-
ered here. Volume fractions of interest ~right up to the
isotropic-nematic phase transition! are very small, which
validates the neglect of microscopic mass-inhomogeneities.
Note that in the Navier–Stokes equation only the diver-
gence of the stress tensor appears. In order to obtain an equa-
tion of motion for the suspension flow velocity, it is therefore
sufficient to express the general expression ~1! for the diver-
gence of the stress tensor in terms of macroscopic quantities,
like density and orientational order parameter.
The pressure Pss can be dealt with in two equivalent
ways. One can either gradient expand the last term in Eq. ~1!,
where terms of the form „ f will be found, with f a scalar
field, and identify the total suspension pressure P as Pss
1 f . Alternatively, Pss can be left as it stands, and be treated
as an unknown scalar field, with incompressibility of the
suspension flow ("U50) added as an extra, independent
field equation. We note here that „2PÞ0, also for incom-
pressible suspensions, since the suspension shear viscosity is
not independent of position due to the presence of inhomo-
geneities. Hence, the total pressure ~just like Pss) depends
not just on boundary conditions on the container walls, but
also on the inhomogeneous morphology of the suspension.
Just like the total suspension pressure P , also Pss depends on
the shear-rate, concentration, and orientational order param-
eter~s! and their spatial gradients.
III. SOME FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONS
In order to explicitly evaluate Eq. ~1! for the stress ten-
sor in terms of concentration and the orientational order pa-
rameter, we shall need expressions which involve the hydro-
dynamic force distribution along the rod’s long axis, and the
translational and rotational velocity of a rod. These expres-
sions should be valid for systems with large gradients in
suspension properties.
For very long and thin rods, one may think of each rod
as a rigid string of spherical beads with diameter D , as
sketched in Fig. 1. There are 2m115L/D beads, where L is
the total length and D the diameter of a rod. The beads are
indexed by the bead number a, which ranges from 2m to
1m . The bead with index a50 is located at the center rj of
the rod. The advantage of using a bead model for the rods is
that it allows the use of Faxe´n’s theorem for spherical objects
~the beads! in order to evaluate hydrodynamic force distribu-
tions along the long axis of the rods. The bead model gives
asymptotically correct results for very long and thin rods.
A. Hydrodynamic forces on the beads of a rigid rod
Consider a uniaxial rod of which the orientation is speci-
fied by the unit vector uˆ pointing in the direction of the rod’sDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject tolong axis. Faxe´n’s theorem for translational motion21,22 re-
lates the force Fa
h that the fluid exerts on bead a to the
translational velocity va of the bead and the fluid flow veloc-
ity u0,a that would have existed in the absence of bead a,
evaluated at the center of the bead ~as indicated by the index
‘‘0’’!, as
Fa
h 52gva1gFu0,a1 D224 „a2 u0,aG , ~2!
where g53ph0D is the Stokes friction coefficient of a
sphere with diameter D in an unbounded fluid, and „a is the
gradient operator with respect to the position coordinate of
bead a. The superscript ‘‘h’’ is used to indicate the hydrody-
namic nature of the force ~other forces will be defined in Sec.
III B!. The first term in Eq. ~2! describes the friction of the
bead with the solvent as if it were in an unbounded, quies-
cent fluid, without the other beads being present. The second
term is the hydrodynamic force due to hydrodynamic inter-
actions with the other beads, belonging to the same rod and
the other rods. The flow velocity u0,a is now written as a sum
of two contributions, one stemming from the presence of the
beads of the same rod, and a contribution arising from the
presence of all other rods and a possible externally imposed
flow field. The former contribution is related to the surface
forces f b
h ,! that the fluid exerts on surface elements of beads
b on the same rod to which bead a belongs, in case bead a
would have been absent. The flow velocity u0,a is thus writ-
ten as21,22
u0,a5Ua
!2 (
bÞa
R
]Vb
dS8 T~ra2r8!"f b
h ,!~r8!, ~3!
where the !’s indicate the absence of bead a. Here, Ua
! is the
fluid flow velocity at the position of bead a that is due to the
presence of the remaining rods and the externally imposed
flow field, in the absence of bead a. It should be noted that
the hydrodynamic forces f b
h ,! are affected, through hydrody-
namic interactions, by the presence of the other rods. Simi-
larly, the field Ua
! is affected by the presence of the rod with
the missing bead a. Furthermore, T is the Oseen tensor,
which is equal to21,22
FIG. 1. The bead model for a rod. The spherical beads have a diameter D ,
and the total length is L . The aspect ratio is thus equal to L/D52m11,
where 2m11 is the number of beads. The position coordinate rj of the rod
is the position of the center of mass, and the orientation is specified by the
unit vector uˆ j that points along the long axis of the rod. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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1
8ph0r
@Iˆ1 rˆrˆ# , ~4!
where Iˆ is the identity tensor and rˆ5r/r the unit vector along
r. For very long and thin rods, the difference between f b
h ,!
and the true surface force f b
h on bead b, in the presence of
bead a, may be neglected. Only for a few neighboring beads
to bead a, the difference between the two forces may be
significant, but for the majority of beads, further away from
bead a, the difference is insignificant. We shall henceforth
replace f b
h ,! by the true surface force f b
h
. To within the bead
model for the rod, for very long and thin rods, Eq. ~3! then
reduces to
u0,a5Ua
!2 (
bÞa
T~ra2rb!"Fb
h
, ~5!
where Fb
h is the hydrodynamic force on bead b,
Fb
h 5 R
]Vb
dS8 f h~r8!, ~6!
with ]Vb the surface area of bead b. This expression can be
substituted into Faxe´n’s theorem ~2!. The term that involves
the Laplacian is of higher order in D/L relative to the other
contributions, and will therefore be neglected in the follow-
ing. Hence,
Fj ,a
h 52g@vj ,a2Uj ,a
! #2
3
8 @I
ˆ1uˆjuˆj#"(
bÞa
1
ua2bu
Fj ,b
h
,
~7!
where we used that rj ,a2rj ,b5(a2b)uˆjD , with uˆj the ori-
entation of rod j , which is the unit vector pointing along the
long axis of the rod ~see Fig. 1!. Here, the rod number index
j is denoted explicitly for later reference: vj ,a and Uj ,a! are
va and Ua
!
, where bead a belongs to rod j , respectively. This
is a matrix equation for the bead force, which in principle
can be solved once vj ,a and Uj ,a
! are specified.
On various occasions we shall need bead index summa-
tions of the form
(
a
G~a!Fj ,a
h
, ~8!
where G is a well-behaved function of a that will be speci-
fied in each separate case in the sequel. Multiplying both
sides of Eq. ~7! with G(a) and summing over a leads to
(
a
G~a!Fj ,a
h 52g(
a
G~a!@vj ,a2Uj ,a
! #
2
3
8 @I
ˆ1uˆjuˆj#"(
a
(
bÞa
G~a!
ua2bu
Fj ,b
h
. ~9!
In Appendix A it is shown that, for the specific functions
G(a) for which the bead index sum ~8! is needed, this ex-
pression simplifies to
(
a
G~a!Fj ,a
h 52
4
3
g
ln$L/D% F Iˆ2 12 uˆjuˆjG
"(
a
G~a!@vj ,a2Uj ,a
! # , ~10!Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject tofor very long and thin rods. In this expression, terms that are
of relative order 1/ln$L/D% are neglected. This result is cru-
cial on various occasions in the sequel, in order to obtain an
explicit expression for the divergence of the stress tensor and
for the derivation of equations of motion for relevant prob-
ability density functions.
B. The translational and rotational velocity
of a rigid rod
On the Brownian time scale, inertial forces are negligi-
bly small in comparison to all other forces.22 The neglect of
inertial forces implies a force balance between the other
three forces acting on a rod: the force Fj
h that the fluid exerts
on the rod ~the superscript ‘‘h’’ stands for ‘‘hydrody-
namic’’!, the potential interaction force Fj
I52„jC ~with „j
the gradient operator with respect to the position of rod num-
ber j and C the total potential energy of the assembly of
rods!, and the Brownian force Fj
Br52kBT„j ln P ~with kB
Boltzmann’s constant, T the temperature, and P the probabil-
ity density function for the positions and orientations of all
rods!. Force balance implies that, on the Brownian time
scale, these forces add up to 0 for each rod, and hence,
Fj
h52Fj
I2Fj
Br5„jC1kBT„j ln P . ~11!
The right-hand side is a function of positions and orienta-
tions. The total torque on a rod is analogously the sum of
three contributions: the torque Tj
h that the fluid exerts on the
rod, the potential interaction torque Tj
I52Rˆ jC , and the
Brownian torque Tj
Br52kBTRˆ j ln P. Here,
Rˆ j[uˆjˆ„uˆj, ~12!
is the rotation operator, with „uˆj the gradient operator with
respect to the Cartesian coordinates of the orientation uˆj of
rod j . The rotational analog of Eq. ~11! thus reads
Tj
h52Tj
I2Tj
Br5Rˆ jC1kBTRˆ j ln P . ~13!
Now, Fj
h is given in Eq. ~10! with G(a)51, since Fjh
5(a Fj ,a
h @that Eq. ~10! is a good approximation for Eq. ~9!
with G(a)51 is shown in Appendix A#. Combining this
with the force balance equation ~11!, and using that
vj ,a5vj1aDVjˆuˆj , ~14!
where vj and Vj are the translational and rotational velocity
of rod j , respectively, it is readily found that
„jC1kBT„j ln P52
4
3
g
ln$L/D%
L
D F Iˆ2 12 uˆjuˆjG
"Fvj2 DL (a Uj ,a! G .
The translational velocity of the j th rod is thus found to be
equal to
vj52DtD~ uˆj!"@b„jC1„j ln P#1
D
L (a Uj ,a
!
, ~15!
with b51/kBT ~not to be confused with a bead index num-
ber!, and AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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kBT ln$L/D%
4ph0L
~16!
is ~proportional to! the translational diffusion coefficient for
a free, noninteracting rod.22,23 Furthermore, the tensor,
D~ uˆ![Iˆ1uˆuˆ, ~17!
describes the orientational dependence of the translational
friction coefficient of the rod.
The torque Tj
h that the fluid exerts on rod j is equal to
Tj
h5 R
]V j(rj ,uˆj)
dS8~r82rj!ˆfh~r8!5Duˆjˆ(
a
aFj ,a
h
.
~18!
The sum (aaFj ,a
h is found from Eq. ~10! with G(a)5a
@that Eq. ~10! is a good approximation for Eq. ~9! with
G(a)5a is shown in appendix A#. Hence,
Rˆ jC1kBTRˆ j ln P52
gD2
9 ln$L/D% S LD D
3
3uˆjˆFV jˆuˆj2 12D S DL D 3(a aUj ,a! G ,
where it is used that (a a25 112(L/D)3 for long and thin rods
~see Appendix A!. Using that V j’uˆj , it is found that,
V j52Dr@bRˆ jC1Rˆ j ln P#1
12
D S DL D
3
uˆj(
a
aUj ,a
!
,
~19!
where
Dr5
3kBT ln$L/D%
ph0L3
~20!
is the rotational diffusion coefficient for a free, noninteract-
ing rod.
Note that in the above-given expressions, hydrodynamic
interactions between rods are included through the solvent
flow field U!.
IV. THE RELEVANT PROBABILITY DENSITY
FUNCTION AND THE PAIR-CORRELATION FUNCTION
The divergence of the stress tensor in Eq. ~1! will be
expressed in terms of a probability density function ~pdf!.
Furthermore, in the derivation of the equation of motion for
this pdf in Sec. VI, the pair-correlation function is encoun-
tered. In the present section we shall define the relevant pdf
and discuss a closure relation for the pair-correlation func-
tion.
The relevant pdf is that for the position r and orientation
uˆ of a given rod, which is denoted as P(r,uˆ,t). The number
density r(r,uˆ,t) at point r of rods having an orientation uˆ is
equal to
r~r,uˆ,t !5NP~r,uˆ,t !, ~21!
with N the total number of rods in the system under consid-
eration. Once this pdf is known, position-dependent orienta-
tional order parameters and concentrations can be calculated
by integration.Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toShear-rate-dependent locations of binodals for
paranematic–nematic coexistence can be obtained by solving
the equation of motion for P(r,uˆ,t) @or, equivalently,
r(r,uˆ,t)] in conjunction with the Navier–Stokes equation,
and then calculating by integration the orientational order
parameters and density in the two bulk phases that coexist. In
addition, the spatial dependence of these variables specifies
the structure of the interface that connects the two bulk
phases. It may happen that the stationary state is a shear-
banded state rather then a state where two bulk phases coex-
ist, in which case the position dependence of the density and
the orientational order parameters describe the spatial struc-
ture of the shear-banded state.
The pdf P(r,uˆ,t) is related to the pdf
P(r1 ,. . . ,rN ,uˆ1 ,. . . ,uˆN ,t) of the phase space coordinates of
all the N rods in the system under consideration by
P~r1 ,uˆ1 ,t !5E dr2flE drN R duˆ2fl R duˆN
3P~r1 ,r2 ,. . . ,rN ,uˆ1 ,uˆ2 ,. . . ,uˆN ,t !, ~22!
where the integrals r range over all directions of uˆ’s, that is,
over the entire unit spherical surface.
A second important pdf that is encountered in the ex-
plicit evaluation of Eq. ~1! for the divergence of the stress
tensor in Sec. V and the derivation of the equation of motion
for r(r,uˆ,t) in Sec. VI, is that for the positions and orienta-
tions of two rods, which is equal to
P~r,r8,uˆ,uˆ8,t !5E dr3flE drN R duˆ3fl R duˆN
3P~r,r8,r3 ,. . . ,rN ,uˆ,uˆ8,uˆ3 ,. . . ,uˆN ,t !
5P~r,uˆ,t !P~r8,uˆ8,t !g~r,r8,uˆ,uˆ8,t !
5
1
N2 r~r,uˆ,t !r~r8,uˆ8,t !g~r,r8,uˆ,uˆ8,t !,
~23!
where the second equation defines the pair-correlation func-
tion g . Note that the combination,
P~r8,uˆ8ur,uˆ,t ![P~r,r8,uˆ,uˆ8,t !/P~r,uˆ,t !
5P~r8,uˆ8,t !g~r,r8,uˆ,uˆ8,t !, ~24!
is the conditional pdf of the position and orientation $r8,uˆ8%
of one rod for a prescribed position and orientation $r,uˆ% of
the second rod. We shall employ the low density approxima-
tion for the pair-correlation function in further derivations,
that is,
g~r,r8,uˆ,uˆ8,t !5exp$2bV~r2r8,uˆ,uˆ8!%. ~25!
Here, V is the pair-interaction potential. Using arguments
similar to that of Onsager,24 it is shown in Appendix B that
Eq. ~25! is a good approximation for the pair-correlation
function for equilibrium systems of very long and thin rods
with excluded volume interactions, provided that the degree
of alignment is not too high. The approximation ~25! is as-
ymptotically correct in the limit where D/L→0, provided
that the rods interact through short-ranged repulsive interac-
tions and the suspension is in equilibrium. In using the form AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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fects and effects of shear flow on g . Effects of shear flow are
probably much less important than the shear aligning effects
on the singlet pdf P(r,uˆ,t).
Just as in the original equilibrium approach of
Onsager,24 the validity of the approximation ~25! for the pair-
correlation function is valid in the isotropic state and the
nematic state where the degree of alignment is to too high
~such that the typical angle between two rods is larger than
D/L). Smectics cannot be described with the approximation
~25!. This limits the validity of the present work to concen-
trations where (L/D)w<8, approximately, where w is the
volume fraction of rods. Furthermore, the form ~25! for the
pair-distribution function is not appropriate to describe sys-
tems of rods with attractive pair-interaction potentials.25
Here, we restrict ourselves to rods with excluded volume
interactions only.
Note that for hard-core interactions we have the identity,
exp$2bV~r2r8,uˆ,uˆ8!%„V~r2r8,uˆ,uˆ8!
52b21„@exp$2bV~r2r8,uˆ,uˆ8!%21#
5b21 „ x~r2r8,uˆ,uˆ8!, ~26!
with x the characteristic function of the excluded volume for
two rods: x51 when the cores of the two rods overlap and
x50 otherwise. The same relation holds when „ is replaced
by Rˆ .
V. EXPLICIT EVALUATION OF THE STRESS TENSOR
FOR VERY LONG AND THIN RODS
For long and thin rods, the point r8 on the surface of the
rod relative to the center-of-mass position of the rod can be
written as r82rj5aDuˆj . The surface integral that appears
in Eq. ~1! for the stress tensor can thus be written as a sum
over beads as ~with ]Va the surface area of bead a!,
R
]V j(rj ,uˆj)
dS8 d~r2r8! f h~r8!
5(
a
d~r2rj2a Duˆj! R
]Va
dS8 f h~r8!
5(
a
d~r2rj2a Duˆj! Fj ,a
h
.
Hence,
„S5h0„2U~r,t!2„Pss~r,t !
2(j51
N
(
a
^d~r2rj2a D uˆj! Fj ,a
h &. ~27!
The sum with respect to a is of the form ~8!, where the
ensemble averaging in Eq. ~27! renders the function G(a)
essentially equal to a probability density function, with the
position of rod j equal to r2a Duˆj , as a result of the action
of the delta distribution. Use of relation ~10!, whose validity
in the present application is proven in Appendix A, immedi-
ately leads toDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to„S5h0„2U~r,t !2„Pss~r,t !
1
4
3
g
ln$L/D% K (j51
N F Iˆ2 12 uˆjuˆjG
"(
a
d~r2rj2a Duˆj!@vj ,a2Uj ,a
! #L .
For each j , the ensemble average appearing here that in-
volves the solvent velocity U!, can be written as
K @Iˆ2 12 uˆjuˆj#"(
a
d~r2rj2a Duˆj!Uj ,a
! L
5E drj R duˆj P~rj ,uˆj ,t ! @Iˆ2 12 uˆjuˆj#
"(
a
d~r2rj2a Duˆj!^Uj ,a
! & (c),
where ^fl& (c) denotes ensemble averaging with respect to
the conditional pdf P (c) of $r1 ,. . . ,rj21 ,rj11 ,. . . ,rN ,
uˆ1 ,. . . ,uˆj21 ,uˆj11 ,. . . ,uˆN% for prescribed rj and uˆj , which is
equal to
P (c)~r1 ,. . . ,rj21 ,rj11 ,. . . ,rN ,
3uˆ1 ,. . . ,uˆj21 ,uˆj11 ,. . . ,uˆNurj ,uˆj ,t !
[P~r1 ,. . . ,rN ,uˆ1 ,. . . ,uˆN ,t !/P~r1 ,uˆ1 ,t !.
Using the definition in Eq. ~21!, we can thus rewrite the
above-given expression for the divergence of the stress ten-
sor as
„S5h0„2U~r,t !2„Pss~r,t !
1
4
3
g
ln$L/D%
1
N (j51
N E drj R duˆj r~rj ,uˆj ,t !
3F Iˆ2 12 uˆjuˆjG "(a d~r2rj2a Duˆj!
3@^vj ,a&~
c !2^Uj ,a
! & (c)# . ~28!
The conditional ensemble average ^Uj ,a
! & (c) is the contri-
bution to the solvent flow velocity at the position of bead a
of rod j , in the absence of that bead, that originates from the
presence of other rods and the externally imposed flow, av-
eraged over the positions and orientations of all other rods
with a prescribed position and orientation of rod j . We shall
approximate this conditional average simply by the suspen-
sion flow velocity Uj ,a at the position of bead a of rod j , that
is,
^Uj ,a
! & (c)5Uj ,a . ~29!
The argument for this approximation is as follows: The vol-
ume fractions of interest for very long and thin rods scale
like D/L ,24 and are therefore extremely small. As shown in
Appendix C, this implies that the distance between beads on
different rods, in terms of their diameter D , diverges in the
limit where L/D→‘ . Therefore, at some ratio D/L , hydro-
dynamic interactions should become unimportant relative to
single particle contributions. As shown in Ref. 26, however, AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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actions tend to 0 with decreasing D/L , relative to single
particle contributions, very slowly. For experimental sys-
tems, hydrodynamic interaction contributions are of the or-
der of 20% relative to single particle contributions. Hence,
any numerical evaluation of the stress tensor based on the
equations derived here is accurate up to about 20%, relative
to single particle contributions. Contributions due to direct
interactions are much larger, as shown in Ref. 26 for homo-Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject togeneous systems. Incorporation of hydrodynamic interac-
tions requires one to extend the above-given approximation
with terms that include at least the leading contribution due
to hydrodynamic interactions. This remains a future chal-
lenge.
Replacing Uj ,a
! by Uj ,a after substitution of Eq. ~14! for
the velocity of bead a of rod j , and subsequently using Eqs.
~15! and ~19! for the translational and rotational velocity,
leads to an expression that can be written as ~the nontrivial
mathematical steps are illustrated in Appendix D!„S~r,t !5h0„2U~r,t !2„Pss~r,t !1 kBTL2 R duˆE2L/2
L/2
dxH 12 xL uˆ3@Rˆ r~r2xuˆ0 ,uˆ,t !# uˆ05uˆ2L„r~r2xuˆ,uˆ,t !J
1
2D kBT
L2 R duˆ R duˆ8E2L/2
L/2
dxE
2L/2
L/2
dlE
2L/2
L/2
dl8 r~r2xuˆ,uˆ,t !
3H 12 xL uˆ3@Rˆ uuˆ3uˆ8ur~r2xuˆ02luˆ2l8uˆ8,uˆ8,t !# uˆ05uˆ2uuˆ3uˆ8uL„r~r2~x1l !uˆ2l8uˆ8,uˆ8,t !J
1
4ph0
L ln$L/D% R duˆE2L/2
L/2
dxE
2L/2
L/2
dx8 r~r2xuˆ,uˆ,t !F Iˆ2 12 uˆuˆG
"H U~r1~x82x !uˆ,t !2U~r,t !212 x x8L2 uˆˆ@ uˆˆU~r1~x82x !uˆ,t !#J . ~30!Here, summations over bead indices a and b are replaced by
integrals with respect to x and x8, respectively @see Eqs.
~D5! and ~D8!#. The notation @Rˆ (fl)# uˆ05uˆ is used to indi-
cate that the differentiation with respect to uˆ should be per-
formed first, after which uˆ0 should be taken equal to uˆ.
The first two contributions to the stress tensor are sol-
vent contributions. The third term stems from Brownian
forces, the fourth term from direct interactions, while the last
term accounts for the suspension flow.
Contrary to commonly used expressions, Eq. ~30! con-
tains convolution-type integrals. An expression that is similar
to commonly used expressions for the stress tensor is ob-
tained by gradient expanding the convolution-type integrals
and truncating this expansion after the fourth order in „ con-
tributions. Such a truncation is expected to work only when
gradients are not very large. Our expression ~30! for the di-
vergence of the stress tensor, however, is valid even when
large gradients are present in the system. In a future
publication17 we shall investigate the validity of gradient ex-
pansions by comparing paranematic–nematic interface pro-
files under shear flow as obtained from the gradient ex-
panded version of Eq. ~30! and its full convolution-type
integral form @together with the corresponding equations of
motion for the pdf r(r,uˆ,t)].
Note that the central quantity in Eq. ~30! is the joint
probability density function r(r,uˆ,t) for the position and ori-
entation of a rod, and not the number density r(r,t) and the
orientational order parameter tensor separately. The stresstensor can only be expressed in terms of density and order
parameters in a truncated gradient expansion.
VI. EQUATION OF MOTION FOR rr,uˆ,t
The Navier–Stokes equation contains the as yet un-
known probability density function ~pdf! r(r,uˆ,t). We there-
fore need a separate equation that specifies that pdf. In the
present section we shall derive an equation of motion for
r(r,uˆ,t) by integration of the Smoluchowski equation,
which is the fundamental equation of motion for the
N-particle pdf P . The Smoluchowski equation for rigid rods
reads ~for a derivation see, e.g., Ref. 22!
] P
]t
52(j51
N
@„j"~vjP !1Rˆ j"~VjP !# , ~31!
where, as before, vj is the translational velocity of rod j , and
Vj is it rotational velocity. Furthermore, „j is the gradient
operator with respect to the position coordinate rj and Rˆ j is
the rotational operator with respect to the orientation uˆj . The
rotational operator is defined in Eq. ~12!.
The equation of motion of interest here is the equation of
motion for the number density r(r,uˆ,t), as defined in sec.
IV. According to Eq. ~22!, this equation of motion is obtained
by integration of the Smoluchowski equation with respect to
r2 ,. . . ,rN and uˆ2 ,. . . ,uˆN . According to the integral theorems
of Gauss and Stokes we have AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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R duˆj Rˆ j"~fl !5 R duˆj uˆj"„uj3~fl !50, ~32!
where the integrals r are surface integrals extending over the
unit spherical surface. Hence, upon integration with respect
to $r2 ,. . . ,rN% and $uˆ2 ,. . . ,uˆN%, only the terms with j51 in
the Smoluchowski equation ~31! survive. For a pairwise ad-
ditive total potential @see Eq. ~D6!#, it is found from Eqs.
~15!, ~19!, ~29! and ~31! that for identical rods ~with r5r1 ,
uˆ5uˆ1 , and Ua5U1,a),
]
]t
r~r,uˆ,t !5Dt„"D~ uˆ!"$„r~r,uˆ;t !2b r~r,uˆ,t ! F¯ ~r,uˆ,t !%
1DrRˆ $Rˆ r~r,uˆ,t !2b r~r,uˆ,t ! T¯ ~r,uˆ,t !%
2„r~r,uˆ,t ! 1L E2L/2
L/2
dx U~r1x uˆ,t !
2Rˆ r~r,uˆ,t ! 12L3 uˆˆE2L/2
L/2
dx x U~r1x uˆ,t !,
~33!
with „ the gradient operator with respect to r and Rˆ the
rotational operator with respect to uˆ. Here, we replaced bead
index summations by integrals @see Eqs. ~D5! and ~D8!#. The
average force F¯ and torque T¯ are equal to ~with r85r2 and
uˆ85uˆ2)
F¯ ~r,uˆ,t !52E dr8 R duˆ8 r~r8,uˆ8,t ! g~r,r8,uˆ,uˆ8,t !
3„V~r2r8,uˆ,uˆ8!, ~34!
and
T¯ ~r,uˆ,t !52E dr8 R duˆ8 r~r8,uˆ8,t ! g~r,r8,uˆ,uˆ8,t !
3Rˆ V~r2r8,uˆ,uˆ8!, ~35!
where the pair-correlation function g is defined in Eq. ~23!.
Note that according to Eq. ~24! for the conditional pdf, these
are the force and torque on a rod with prescribed orientation
uˆ and position r, averaged over the orientations and positions
of other rods. The average is thus with respect to the condi-
tional pdf for $r8,uˆ8%, given that the rod under consideration
is at $r,uˆ%. Using Eq. ~26! for the pair-correlation function,
the force ~34! and torque ~35! are found to be equal to
F¯ ~r,uˆ,t !52„ Veff~r,uˆ,t !, T¯ ~r,uˆ,t !52Rˆ Veff~r,uˆ,t !,
~36!
where the effective potential Veff is equal to ~with
R5r82r),
Veff~r,uˆ,t !5b21E dR R duˆ8 r~r1R,uˆ8,t !x~R,uˆ,uˆ8!.
~37!Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toSince suspension properties are constant over distances of
the order of the thickness D of the rods, the effective poten-
tial ~37! can be written in a convolution-type integral form as
Veff~r,uˆ,t !5 12 DL2b21 R duˆ8uuˆˆuˆ8u E
21
11
dl E
21
11
dl8
3r~r1 12 L l uˆ1 12 L l8 uˆ8,uˆ8,t !. ~38!
Note that for a homogeneous system, where r(r,uˆ8,t)
5 r¯P(uˆ8,t) ~with r¯5N/V the overall number density of
rods!, the integral in Eq. ~37! with respect to R yields the
overlap volume for two rods, so that
Veff~ uˆ,t !52DL2r¯b21 R duˆ8uuˆ3uˆ8uP~ uˆ8,t !. ~39!
This is the well-known Doi–Edwards potential for homoge-
neous suspensions.20
To within a Ginzburg–Landau expansion up to third or-
der in the orientational order parameter ~which amounts to
using the Maier–Saupe potential! and subsequently gradient
expansion of Eq. ~37! to leading order in gradients, leads to
an expression for Veff that can be compared to an expression
for the effective potential as proposed by Greco and
Marrucci ~see Ref. 27, and references therein!. A quite dif-
ferent expression is found as compared to that of Greco and
Marrucci. The Laplacian of the orientational order parameter
in the Greco–Marrucci expression is not reproduced, and a
number of quite different gradient terms are found to con-
tribute to Veff.
Equations ~33!, ~36! and ~38! specify the equation of
motion for r(r,uˆ,t). As mentioned before, the Navier–
Stokes equation couples to this equation of motion through
Eq. ~30! for the divergence of the stress tensor that contains
the density r(r,uˆ,t), while the above-mentioned Eq. ~33!
couples to the Navier–Stokes equation through its depen-
dence on the suspension velocity. We thus have a closed set
of two, nonlinearly coupled equations of motion which de-
scribe nonequilibrium phenomena and stationary states un-
der shear flow, where large spatial gradients may play a
crucial role.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A microscopic approach for the derivation of the
Navier–Stokes equation for possibly very inhomogeneous
systems of long and thin, hard and rigid rods is described.
The Navier–Stokes equation couples to the equation of mo-
tion for the probability density function for the position and
orientation of a rod. The equation of motion for this quantity
is derived, again within a microscopic approach. This renders
a closed set of equations which allows for the analysis of
phase behavior and phase separation kinetics under shear
flow conditions, including shear-banding. Since the equa-
tions of motion are valid for possibly large gradients in
shear-rate, concentration, and orientational order parameters,
these equations can be used to describe phase separation also
in the late stages and to obtain the shear-rate-dependent lo-
cation of binodals, where sharp interfaces must be correctly
accounted for. Inhomogeneities are accounted for by AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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integrals up to fourth-order terms, one should recover equa-
tions of motion that are similar to those used in previous
studies. Our results thus allow one to assess the validity of
such gradient expanded equations of motion ~in fact, bin-
odals cannot be calculated on the basis of such truncated
gradient expansions!. The approximations underlying the
equations of motion are that ~i! the pair-correlation function
is simply the Boltzmann exponential of the pair-interaction
potential and ~ii! hydrodynamic interactions between differ-
ent rods are neglected. The first approximation is exact for
very long and thin rods in equilibrium and is probably a good
approximation for nonequilibrium systems under shear flow,
while the validity of the second approximation is related to
the very low volume fractions of interest for the very long
rods under consideration. The Navier–Stokes equation with
a body force given in Eq. ~30! and the equation of motion
~33! will be analyzed in future publications.
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION OF SUMS OVER BEAD
INDEX NUMBERS
The simplest summations with respect to bead indices
encountered in the main text are of the form, (a an, with n
a positive integer. The summation ranges from a52m to m ,
with 2m115L/D . For large aspect ratio this summation
can be replaced by an integral. To leading order in L/D this
leads to,
(
a
an5E
2 ~1/2! (L/D 21)
~1/2! (L/D 21)
dx xn
5
22n
n11 S LD D
n11
, for even n .
This sum is 0 for odd n . In particular, we have
(
a
a25
1
12 S LD D
3
, (
a
a45
1
80 S LD D
3
. ~A1!
Much more complicated is the approximate evaluation
of Eq. ~9! to obtain an explicit expression for the sum in Eq.
~8!. As a first step, the double sum in Eq. ~9! is rewritten as
(
a
(
bÞa
G~a!
ua2bu
Fj ,b
h 5(
a
(
bÞa
G~b!
ua2bu
Fj ,b
h
1(
a
(
bÞa
G~a!2G~b!
ua2bu
Fj ,b
h
.
~A2!
The last term in Eq. ~A2! can be rewritten, by first inter-
changing the summation indices a and b, and subsequently
interchanging the order of summations, asDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to(
a
(
bÞa
G~a!2G~b!
ua2bu
Fj ,b
h
5 (
b
(
aÞb
G~b!2G~a!
ua2bu
Fj ,a
h
5(
a
Fj ,a
h (
bÞa
G~b!2G~a!
ub2au
. ~A3!
After a similar interchange of the order of summation in the
first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~A2!, substitution of
Eqs. ~A2! and ~A3! into Eq. ~9! gives
(
a
G~a! Fj ,a
h 52g(
a
G~a!@vj ,a2Uj ,a#2
3
8 @I
ˆ1uˆjuˆj#
"F(
a
G~a! Fj ,a
h (
bÞa
1
ua2bu
1DG ,
~A4!
where
D5(
a
Fj ,a
h (
bÞa
G~b!2G~a!
ub2au
. ~A5!
Consider the first contribution between the square brackets in
Eq. ~A4!,
(
a
G~a! Fa
h (
bÞa
1
ua2bu
. ~A6!
The sum S(a)[(bÞa 1/ua2bu can be approximated by an
integral as before. To leading order one finds,
S~a![ (
bÞa
1
ua2bu
5F E
2 ~1/2! (L/D 21)
a2 1/2
1E
a1 1/2
~1/2! (L/D 21) G dx 1ux2bu .
The integrals are easily evaluated to yield
S~a!52 ln$2%1lnH 12 S LD 21 D1aJ
1lnH 12 S LD 21 D2aJ .
Except for a’s close to the ends of the rod, this gives to
leading order,
S~a!’2 lnH LD J . ~A7!
In Fig. 2~a!, S(a)/2 ln$L/D% is plotted as a function of a/m ,
with 2m11 the number of beads ~so that a/m ranges from
21 to 11). As can be seen, the approximation ~A7! is good
to within about 10%, except at the very ends of the rod. In
fact, the width of the region at the tips of the rod where Eq.
~A7! is not a good approximation asymptotically vanishes in
the limit where L/D→‘ . Hence, except when G(a) Fj ,ah in
Eq. ~A6! peaks at the ends of rod j , Eq. ~A7! can be used as
a good approximation. For our purpose, there is no reason
for the function G(a) Fj ,ah to peak at the very ends of the AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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~A7!, is the difference between the sums (a S(a) and (a
2 ln$L/D%52(L/D21) ln$L/D%. These sums are plotted as
functions of L/D in Fig. 2~b!. The relative error does not
exceed 8% ~for L/D<5), and very slowly converges to 0
with increasing aspect ratio. Hence, to within about 10%
error, we can approximate the expression in Eq. ~A6! by
(
a
G~a! Fa
h (
bÞa
1
ua2bu
52 ln$L/D% (
a
G~a! Fj ,a
h
.
~A8!
The term on the left-hand side in Eq. ~A4! can be neglected
against this contribution, which is logarithmically larger.
Next consider the contribution D in Eq. ~A4!, which is de-
fined in Eq. ~A5!. There are three instances in the main text
where the form ~A5! is assumed to be very small in compari-
son to the first term in the square brackets in Eq. ~A4!, which
is given to a good approximation by Eq. ~A8!: in calculating
the total hydrodynamic force Fj
h in Eq. ~11! to arrive at Eq.
~15! for the translational velocity @in which case G(a)
51], in calculating the total hydrodynamic torque Tjh in Eq.
~13! to arrive at Eq. ~19! for the rotational velocity @in which
case G(a)5a], and in going from Eq. ~27! to Eq. ~28! @for
which case G(a) will be specified in the following#.
For G(a)51, it trivially follows from Eq. ~A5! that D
50. This immediately validates the use of Eq. ~10! to arrive
at Eq. ~15! for the translational velocity.
Consider now the case where G(a)5a . From Eq. ~A5!
we have
D5(
a
Fj ,a
h H (
b,a
~21 !1 (
b.a
~11 !J .
Since,
(
b,a
~21 !52H a1 12 S LD 21 D J ,
(
b.a
~11 !5H 12 S LD 21 D2aJ ,
FIG. 2. ~a! S(a)/2 ln$L/D% plotted as a function of a/m , with 2m11 the
total number of beads ~where S(a)[(bÞa 1/ua2bu). The lower curve is
for L/D520, the upper curve for L/D5201. ~b! The sums (a S(a) and (a
2 ln$L/D%52(L/D21)ln$L/D% plotted as a function of L/D . The relative er-
ror between these two sums never exceeds 8%, and very slowly converges
to 0 with increasing L/D .Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject towe arrive at
D522 (
a
a Fj ,a
h
,
which is of the order 1/ln$L/D% smaller relative to the expres-
sion in Eq. ~A8!. Hence, we can neglect the second term in
square brackets in Eq. ~A4! against the first term in case
G(a)5a . This justifies the step required to arrive at Eq.
~19! for the rotational velocity.
Finally, for the divergence of the stress tensor in Eq. ~27!
we need to evaluate the sum
S[(
a
^d~r2r12a D uˆ1! F1,a
h &,
where j is taken equal to 1 for convenience. Writing the
ensemble average in terms of an integral with respect to the
probability density function ~pdf! P of all phase space coor-
dinates of the colloidal rods, the integration with respect to
r1 can be done immediately due to the delta distribution,
leading to
S5 R duˆ1E dG(
a
P~r15r2a Duˆ1 ,uˆ1 ,G,t !
3F1,a
h ~r15r2a Duˆ1 ,uˆ1 ,G!,
where G stands for the phase space coordinates
r2 ,fl ,rN,uˆ2 ,fl ,uˆN . The integrand is of the form of the left
hand-side of Eq. ~9!, except that in F1,a
h the position r1 is
taken equal to r2aDuˆ1 , which does not affect the present
analysis leading to Eq. ~10!. The function G(a) is now equal
to
G~a!5P~r15r2a Duˆ1 ,uˆ1 ,G,t !.
Since the pdf is a continuous differentiable function of r1 ,
there is a scalar z between a and b, such that
G~b!2G~a!
b2a
5
dG~z !
dz [
dP~r15r2z Duˆ1 ,uˆ1 ,G,t !
dz .
The latter derivative is just the change of P on changing the
position of rod number 1 by D uˆ1 , that is, its center is shifted
over a distance D in the direction of its orientation. Since for
the very large aspect ratios under consideration, suspension
properties are essentially constant over distances of the order
D , this is a very small number. The number R
5(L/D)d ln$G(z)%/dz measures the change of ‘‘the entropy’’
ln$P% over distances of the order of the length of the rods. In
terms of this number we have the order of magnitude esti-
mate,
D;R(
a
G~a!F1,a
h
.
Hence, according to Eq. ~A8!, as long as relative changes of
suspension properties over the contour of the rods are much
smaller than ln$L/D%, D can be neglected against the first
term between the square brackets in Eq. ~A4!. This justifies
the step from Eq. ~27! to Eq. ~28!. AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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OF THE PAIR-CORRELATION FUNCTION
The first two terms in the density expansion of the equi-
librium pair-correlation function are
g~r12r2 ,uˆ1 ,uˆ2!
5exp$V~r12r2 ,uˆ1 ,uˆ2!%
3 H 11 r¯E dr3 R duˆ3 x~r12r3 ,uˆ1 ,uˆ3!
3x~r32r2 ,uˆ3 ,uˆ2!1flJ .
Since the characteristic functions in the integrand are only
nonzero when the core of rod number 3 overlaps with both
the cores of rods 1 and 2, the integration with respect to uˆ3
effectively extends over an angular range of the order D/L ,
and the integration with respect to r3 contributes at most up
to order DL2 ~see Fig. 3!. Hence, the second term in the
above-given expression is at most of order (D/L) DL2 r¯
;w . Since the volume fractions of interest scale like D/L ,
the first order in density contribution to the pair-correlation
function is negligibly small for very long and thin rods.
Higher order terms are similarly very small.
APPENDIX C: AVERAGE DISTANCE
BETWEEN BEADS
The average distance r¯ between beads on two distinct
rods is measured by
r¯25S DL D
2
(
a1 ,a2
^u~r11a1uˆ1D !2~r21a2uˆ2D !u2&
5^ur12r2u2&1
D4
L2 (a1 ,a2
~a1
21a2
2!,
where rj is the position coordinate of rod j and uˆj its orien-
tation ~see Fig. 1!. Summations range over bead number in-
dices, which are introduced at the beginning of Sec. III.
Since ^ur12r2u2&;r¯22/3, with r¯ the particle number density,
and the volume of a rod is ;D2L , it is found that
^ur12r2u2&;S LD D
4/3 S LD w D
22/3
D2.
FIG. 3. The effective integration range of uˆ3 in the first-order density con-
tribution to the pair-correlation function extends over the angle a which is at
most of the order D/L .Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toReplacing sums by integrations ~see Appendix B!, which is
allowed for long and thin rods, it is found that, (aa2
5 112(L/D)3, and hence,
(
a1 ,a2
~a1
21a2
2!5
1
6 S LD D
4
.
Since for the volume fractions of interest, (L/D) w is O~1!,
the leading contribution to r¯ is thus given by
r¯/D;L/D .
This result shows that the average distance between beads,
measured in units of their own diameter, diverges as the as-
pect ratio diverges.
APPENDIX D: DERIVATION OF EQ. 30
After substitution of Eqs. ~14!, ~15!, ~19!, and ~29! into
Eq. ~28! it is immediately found that
„S5h0„2U~r,t !2„Pss~r,t !1Ir1It1Iu , ~D1!
where
Ir52
4
3
g D Dr
ln$L/D% K (j51
N
(
a
a d~r2rj2a Duˆj!
3@bRˆ jC1Rˆ j ln$P%#ˆuˆjL , ~D2!
It 52
4
3
g Dt
ln$L/D% K (j51
N
(
a
d~r2rj2a Duˆj!
3@b„jC1„j ln$P%#L , ~D3!
and
Iu5
4
3
g
ln$L/D% K (j51
N F Iˆ2 12 uˆjuˆjG
"(
a
d~r2rj2a Duˆj!
3FDL (b Uj ,b2Uj ,a212 aS DL D
3
3uˆjH uˆjˆ(
b
b Uj ,bJ G L . ~D4!
First consider the relatively simple contribution
I[K (j51
N
(
a
a d~r2rj2a Duˆj! uˆjˆRˆ j ln$P%L
5(j51
N
(
a
aE dr1flE drN R duˆ1fl R duˆN
3d~r2rj2a Duˆj! uˆjˆRˆ j P
that appears in Eq. ~D2! for Ir . In the second line it is used
that PRˆ j ln$P%5Rˆ jP , where, P[P(r1 ,. . . ,uˆN ,t) is the AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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and uˆm with mÞ j can be done immediately. Assuming iden-
tical rods gives
I5N(
a
aE dr1 R duˆ1 d~r2r12a Duˆ1!
3uˆ1ˆRˆ 1 P~r1 ,uˆ1 ,t !.
It is to be noted that the differentiation with respect to uˆ1
must be performed, after which r1 can be replaced by r
2aDuˆ1 upon integration with respect to r1 . Hence,
I5N(
a
a R duˆ1 uˆ1ˆ@Rˆ 1 P~r2a Duˆ0 ,uˆ1 ,t !# uˆ05uˆ1.
Next, the summation over the bead index number a is re-
placed by an integral as
(
a
f ~fl2a Duˆ1!5D21E
2L/2
L/2
dx f ~fl2x uˆ1!. ~D5!
The corresponding contribution to Eq. ~30! for the stress ten-
sor is now found by using Eq. ~21!.
Next consider the somewhat more complicated contribu-
tion,
I[bK (j51
N
(
a
a d~r2rj2a Duˆj! uˆjˆRˆ jCL
5b(j51
N
(
a
aE dr1flE drN R duˆ1fl R duˆN
3d~r2rj2a Duˆj!PuˆjˆRˆ jC ,
which appears in Eq. ~D2! for Ir . Using pairwise additivity,
C~r1 ,. . . ,rN ,uˆ1 ,. . . ,uˆN!5(
i, j
V~ri2rj ,uˆi ,uˆj!, ~D6!
substitution of Eqs. ~23!, ~25! together with Eq. ~26!, with „
replaced by Rˆ 1 , and assuming identical rods, it is readily
found that
I5(
a
aE dr1 R duˆ1 R duˆ2 d~r2r12a Duˆ1!r~r1 ,uˆ1 ,t !
3uˆ1ˆRˆ 1E dr2 r~r2 ,uˆ2 ,t ! x~r12r2 ,uˆ1 ,uˆ2!.
The integration with respect to r2 can be performed after
transforming to the integration variable R5r12r2 ,Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toE dr2 r~r2 ,uˆ2 ,t ! x~r12r2 ,uˆ1 ,uˆ2!
5E dR r~r12R,uˆ2 ,t ! x~R,uˆ1 ,uˆ2!
52D uuˆ1ˆuˆ2u E
2L/2
L/2
dlE
2L/2
L/2
dl8
3r~r12l uˆ12l8 uˆ2 ,uˆ2 ,t !.
In the second equation, the integration with respect to R is
transformed to integration with respect to $l ,l8,l9%, which
are defined as
R5l uˆ11l8 uˆ21l9
uˆ1ˆuˆ2
uuˆ1ˆuˆ2u
,
2
1
2 L<l ,l8<
1
2 L , 2D<l9<D . ~D7!
The Jacobian of this transformation is equal to uuˆ13uˆ2u.
Since the suspension properties do not significantly change
over distances of the order of the thickness D of the rods, the
integration with respect to l9 gives rise to a prefactor 2D .
Hence,
I52D(
a
aE dr1 R duˆ1 R duˆ2E
2L/2
L/2
dlE
2L/2
L/2
dl8
3d~r2r12a Duˆ1! r~r1 ,uˆ1 ,t !
3uˆ1ˆRˆ 1uuˆ1ˆuˆ2u r~r12l uˆ12l8 uˆ2 ,uˆ2 ,t !.
As before it should be noted that upon integration with re-
spect to r1 , the delta distribution renders r15r2aDuˆ 1 after
the differentiation with respect to uˆ 1 has been performed.
Hence,
I52D(
a
a R duˆ1 R duˆ2E
2L/2
L/2
dlE
2L/2
L/2
dl8
3r~r2a Duˆ1 ,uˆ1 ,t !uˆ1ˆ@Rˆ 1uuˆ1ˆuˆ2u
r~r2a Duˆ02l uˆ12l8 uˆ2 ,uˆ2 ,t !# uˆ05uˆ .
The bead index summation is replaced by an integral simi-
larly as in Eq. ~D5!, leading to ~with uˆ5uˆ1 and uˆ85uˆ2)
I5
2
D R duˆ R duˆ8E2L/2
L/2
dxE
2L/2
L/2
dlE
2L/2
l/2
dl8 x
3r~r2x ,uˆ,t !uˆˆ@Rˆ uuˆˆuˆ8u
r~r2x uˆ02l uˆ2l8 uˆ8,uˆ,t !# uˆ05uˆ .
This expression can be found in Eq. ~30!.
The contribution It to the stress tensor in Eq. ~D3! is
evaluated similarly.
The b summations in the contribution Iu in Eq. ~D4! are
replaced by integrals, similar to Eq. ~D5!, as
(
b
b Uj ,b5D22E dx8 x8 U~rj1x8 uˆj!. ~D8!
 AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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and ~20! to be equal to
4
3
g Dt
ln$L/D% 5
D
L kBT ,
4
3
g D Dr
ln$L/D% 512
D2
L3 kBT .
This concludes the mathematical details on the explicit
evaluation of the stress tensor leading to Eq. ~30!.
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